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1 Accessing the BSUG website
To access the BSUG website type https://nww.bsug.nhs.uk/ into the Address Bar (as
highlighted in red box) and save to your favourites. (Click on the favourites tab and click
on the ‘add to favourites’ option.)

Click the link at the bottom of the page to access the site using HTTPS for added
security. You will be directed to a new page where you can login.
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2 Logging on to the website
To log on to the website simply enter the Username and Password provided by your
systems administrator and click Login.
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3 Menu Options
Once logged on, the Menu Options situated along the blue bar will have changed
allowing the user to utilise various areas of the website such as access to patient
details, episodes and other areas. Administrators will have access to an additional
option on the Menu called “Admin”.

4 Refreshing the Screen
When using the ‘back’ function in internet explorer the refresh command may need to
be utilised. To do this select View and then Refresh from the dropdown menu.
Alternatively you can use the F5 function key which should give the same result.
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5 Finding Patient Records
To search for a particular patient’s record click on the Search for Patients option and
enter known details into the Patient Criteria section and then click on the Find icon. A
‘patients found’ box will be displayed as per below. The match on any filter will pick out
records that have any of the search criteria included.

Under Completion there are 3 options:
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There is also the option to conduct a Fast Search for “My Patients” and also to Add
New Patient. See Section 12 for Adding a New Patient and 13 for Fast Searches.
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6 To Search for a Patient Episode
To query an episode click on the Search for Episodes menu option and you will be
presented with a series of drop down menus as highlighted in the General searches
section in the diagram below. The data can be manipulated according to date, surgery
type and the consultant involved. Also by clicking on the episode status drop down
menu one can search on completed, not completed or all episodes. The results can be
outputted as a PDF document, if preferred by selecting this option. An episode can also
be queried through the Search for Patients menu. Once a patient is found, simply click
on the episodes icon. (See finding patients records section)

7 Episode Results Querying
After searching for a patient’s record, the results will be displayed in the format shown
below. The ‘Episode Info’ output will show information on the headings per the blue
menu bar, also if the mouse is placed over the Episode number or the
Patient/Consultant heading, the option turns a different colour indicating that this
option can yield further information if clicked upon (which will be covered in the ‘Edit
an episode’ and ‘Public profile’ section).
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8 Public Profile
The information below can be found by clicking on the Patient/Consultant data found
after an ‘Episode Result Query’. It shows various details pertaining to a particular
consultant such as title, name, email address and phone numbers etc.
This information can also be reached by clicking on Profile from the top menu option.
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9 To Edit or Enter a New Website Profile
Click on the Profile option on the Menu Bar and you will be presented with your
website profile. In this section you can enter and edit your details either when you first
use the website or at any later date. The only details that cannot be changed in this
window are User ID, Login Name and the Consultant’s centre (details of the centre such
as address, telephone number, health board and centre type can be found by clicking
on the highlighted link). These can only be changed by your System Administrator or
Webmaster. Your grade can be altered by using the drop down menu. Also highlighted
here is the Deputy section where you can assign the right for another person or
consultant to have access to your patient details and episodes. Click on the Update
button when all details are entered.
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10 Go to or Add a New Episode
Once a patient’s record is located there are two choices available: reading/editing an
existing record, or creating a new one as shown in the diagram below.
The procedure for editing or adding a new episode is the same except that on editing, a
lot of the information will already be present.
The show completed function will bring up patient episodes that have been completed.
Patients’ names will remain anonymous if accessing other users’ records.
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11 Adding a New or Editing an Episode
In the adding a new or editing an episode window, there are five Menu tabs: Pre-Op,
Surgery, Post Op, Long Term Follow up and ePAQ, which contain details of the various
stages of the patient’s treatment.

11.1 Pre Op (incontinence +/- option)
The first section of the pre-op record contains two choices of Episode Type. The
information boxes in all Menu Boxes will differ depending on which one is selected.
Simply click on the circle desired and then click on the Pre-op tab to refresh the
information boxes. The episode information can be entered in the various sections of
the form, making use of the drop down menus, which yield different selections when
the down arrow is clicked on. Also there are ‘add’ and ‘remove’ options (blue icons)
which give the user the ability to add or remove selections. In between the bottom
‘add’ and ‘remove’ icons is a blank box which allows new entries to be inputted by the
user into the ‘previous surgery’ section.
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At the base of the Pre-Op form there are 3 options:
Save: - This saves the new details entered in the episode.
Follow up: - This will add a new tab in the episode for entering follow up information.
Delete: - This choice deletes the episode.

11.2 Surgery (incontinence +/- option)
After selecting the Surgery menu tab there are other drop down menus and ‘add’ and
‘remove’ icons to help with filling in this section. The Make All No tab simply sets all the
selections to No in the Intra-Operative Information section.
This stage of the episode can also be saved or deleted. A further follow up tab can also
be generated
In between the top ‘add’ and ‘remove’ icons there is a blank box which can be used to
enter additional information in the ‘concomitant surgery section’.
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11.3 Post-Op (incontinence +/- option)
After selecting the Post-Op menu tab there are other drop down menus and ‘add’ and
‘remove’ icons to help with filling in this section.
Also there is a Record Complete option which can be selected once all the relevant
information has been added to the episode. This information can be used to filter
episodes when using the search for episode function. This stage of the episode can also
be saved, or deleted. A further follow up tab can also be generated.
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11.4 Pre Op (Prolapse option)
The first section of the pre-op record contains two choices of Episode Type. The
information boxes in all Menu Boxes will differ depending on which one is selected.
Simply click on the circle desired and then click on the Pre-op tab to bring up the
information boxes. The episode information can be entered in the various sections of
the form, making use of the drop down menus, which yield different selections when
the down arrow is clicked on. Also there are ‘add’ and ‘remove’ options (blue icons),
which gives the user the ability to add or remove selections. Underneath the bottom
‘add’ and ‘remove’ icons is a blank box which allows new entries to be inputted by the
user into the ‘previous surgery’ section.

At the base of the Pre-Op form there are 2 options:
Save: - This saves the new details entered in the episode.
Follow up: - This will add a new tab in the episode for entering follow up information.
Delete: - This choice deletes the episode.
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11.5 Surgery (Prolapse option)
After selecting the Surgery menu tab there are other drop down menus and ‘add’ and
‘remove’ icons to help with filling in this section. The Make All No tab simply sets all the
selections to No in the Intra-Operative Information section. This stage of the episode
can also be saved or deleted. A further follow up tab can also be generated

11.6 Post-Op (Prolapse option)
After selecting the Post-Op menu tab there are other drop down menus and ‘add’ and
‘remove’ icons to help with filling in this section.
Also there is a record complete option which can be clicked on when the user is
satisfied that the episode is finished. It also allows the record to be queried at the
‘Search for an episode’ window. This stage of the episode can also be saved or deleted.
A further follow up tab can also be generated
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11.7 Graft Complication Calculator
As part of the Post Op/Follow up, there is a section for adding Graft Complication
codings. The drop down options are Unanswered (as default), No and Yes. Once Yes has
been selected, some additional boxes will appear, allowing entry of the appropriate
code. If the user is unsure of this, they can click the link for the External GCC Calculator.
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11.8 Long Term Follow up
The Long Term Follow up tab allows the user to record problems identified following
surgery by ticking the appropriate problem from a set list. This stage of the episode can
also be saved or deleted

Additional follow up tabs can also be generated.

11.9 ePAQ
The ePAQ tab can be used to record Pre and Post Op scores for the patient under 4
areas. This stage of the episode can also be saved or deleted
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11.10 HQIP
To request access please contact the database administrator Amanda King,
aking@rcog.org.uk. Once you have been granted HQIP rights by your administrator
you will see the HQIP menu tab.

After selecting the HQIP menu tab there are drop down menus and ‘add’ and ‘remove’
icons to help with filling in some of the sections. The Make All No tab simply sets all the
selections to No in the Intra-Operative Information section.
Already entered data will be pulled through to the HQIP tab, this means that you
should only need to fill in the missing fields if data have already been filled in on
another tab. If you change data on the HQIP tab it will also be reflected and pulled
through to the other tabs.
This stage of the episode can also be saved or deleted

12 Adding a New Patient
To add a new patient, select to Add New Patient from the top menu bar and the
following screen will be displayed.

Alternatively, enter the Search for Patients menu and click on the New icon and new
window will open as in the bottom diagram.
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In this window the new patients’ details can be entered and saved. It is also possible to
add an episode at this stage using the save/add function.
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13 Fast Search Functions
There is a Fast Search Option for accessing My Patients: after entering the Search for
Patients menu to the right of the window there is a fast search entitled MINE which
when clicked on will bring up a list of all of the user’s patient records (and for the
person the user is acting as a deputy for). From here individual episodes can be
explored and patient’s details changed if necessary by using the edit function.

There are 3 Fast search functions that can be used whilst in the ‘edit an episode’
window.
The First ‘Patient Details’ will after clicking on EDIT, allow the logged on user to edit the
patient details.
The Second ‘Patient Episodes’ will after clicking on LIST, produce a list of the patient’s
episodes.
The Third ‘My Patients’ will after clicking on MINE, produce a list of all of the logged on
user’s patients (or the person they are deputising for).
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14 Downloads
There is a Downloads section available by clicking on the title on the menu bar.
Within this window are a number of PDF documents containing information, forms and
letters etc. They are accessed by clicking on the highlighted text. There is also a link to
BSUG pages on the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists’ website.

15 Reports
In the Reports section there are a number of reports that can be run and or outputted
as a PDF document. These can be opened using Adobe Acrobat Reader which, if not
installed on your PC, is a free download from http://www.adobe.com/.
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